The rhyming charades game with the strange-sounding name.

If you haven't played Goat on a Boat, then please take note. All you have to do is work out the celebrity rhyme being performed for you. Some are pretty surreal, like Jessica Biel wrestling an eel. Some are very dumb, like Heidi Klum has a green thumb.

Anyway, rhyme away and have a wonderful day!

Team Potato x
**RULES:** We've simplified the rules so you can play this on your laptop or phone. No printing necessary!

1. Split into two teams.
2. Choose a player from each team to be the performer for the round.
3. Set a timer for 30s.
4. The first performer has 30s to get their team to guess as many rhymes as possible.
5. Their team can only pass once per round.
6. The other team can try to guess a rhyme if it was passed on.
7. Add up your correct guesses, now it's the other team's turn.
8. The first team to guess 12 correct rhymes wins!

**THE CARDS:** There are two types to choose from.

**DESCRIBE IT CARDS**
The performer tries to describe the rhymes on the card without using any of the words from that card.

**SOLVE IT CARDS**
The performer simply reads the riddles to their team. No other help allowed!
Describe it
Daniel Craig has the plague

Chewbacca dating an alpaca

Sylvester Stallone has a kidney stone
Sir Roger Moore looking good on the dance floor

Bradley Cooper makes a blooper

Winnie-the-Pooh doing kung fu
Simon Cowell hooting like an owl

Emma Stone taking out a loan

Harry Potter cuddling an otter
Bert and Ernie have hired an attorney

Simon Cowell hooting like an owl

C-3PO growing an afro
Marilyn Monroe covered in snow

Morgan Freeman fighting a demon

Where's Wally eating an ice lolly
Dr Who is in Peru

Britney Spears buying souvenirs

50 Cent laying cement
Mickey Mouse hunting grouse

Kanye West taking his driving test

Brad Pitt learning to knit
Chairman Mao milking a cow

Ricky Gervais trapped in a maze

Darth Vader is a market trader
Al Pacino making a cappuccino

George Clooney doing a moony

Vin Diesel washing a weasel
Tom Hardy is getting lardy

Christian Bale searching for the Holy Grail

Harry Styles suffering from piles
Hugh Laurie working in a quarry

Richard Gere swinging from a chandelier

Rihanna using a scanner
Sir Ian McKellen eating a melon

Elvis wiggling his pelvis

Jonah Hill using a George Foreman Grill
Tony Blair being chased by a polar bear

Reese Witherspoon popping a balloon

Charlie Sheen eating a baked bean
Bill Gates playing Norman Bates

Kate Moss eating candy floss

Ringo Starr can’t play guitar
ET eating brie

Lara Croft up in the loft

Jack Black buying a roof rack
Tim Burton peeking through a curtain

Lance Armstrong banging a gong

Sean Bean eating a sardine
Colin Firth giving birth

Jude Law covered in straw

Michael Keaton being eaten
Dr Dre eating puree

Austin Powers never showers

Keanu Reeves likes to press leaves
Captain Hook in the phone book

Hugh Grant visiting his aunt

Vince Vaughn beeping his horn
Elijah Wood is misunderstood

Voldemort going to court

Jamie Foxx wearing odd socks
Batman is a Bieber fan

Meryl Streep is a chimney sweep

Kermit the Frog wearing a clog
Barack Obama is a pig farmer

David Blaine riding a Great Dane

Simon Pegg boiling an egg
Danny Devito swatting a mosquito

Mike Myers handing out flyers

Babar in a police car
Tinkerbell is going to hell

Mr Spock likes punk rock

Donald Duck driving a truck
Nanny McPhee lost at sea

Plato eating mashed potato

Tintin getting kicked in the shin
Adele is starting to smell

Hannibal Lecter is a stamp collector

Pink at the ice rink
Lionel Messi looking for Nessie

James Corden is a traffic warden

Jane Fonda petting an anaconda
Mr Tickle eating a pickle

Fred Astaire dancing with a bear

John Cleese loves cream cheese
Jim Carrey owns a canary

SpongeBob SquarePants eating ants

Nicolas Cage cooking with sage
Courteney Cox picking locks

Indiana Jones watching The Flintstones

Charlie Sheen turning green
Pingu using the loo

Justin Timberlake at a wake

Kendall Jenner owes me a tenner
Santa Claus watching Jaws

Mr Bump looking plump

Jack Sparrow carving a marrow
The Fonz wearing long johns

Scooby-Doo eating fondue

Simon Cowell sent off for a foul
Solve it
'Dirrty' singer and former Mickey Mouse Club member carrying a coffin
Christina Aguilera is a pallbearer

Baywatch actor forcing air out of his mouth because he has a cold
David Hasselhoff has a cough

Kim Kardashian’s husband has just revealed secrets to a priest
Kanye West has confessed
Rapper who sounds like Charlie Brown’s dog is taking up too much space on the motorway

*Snoop Dogg is a road hog*

---

Star of Fight Club is doing PE in his vest and pants

*Brad Pitt has forgotten his kit*

---

Singer who dated Harry Styles and fell in love with Calvin Harris is being checked over by a police dog

*Taylor Swift is being sniffed*
Ginger Rogers’ dancing partner is filling out a form designed to elicit information from him

Fred Astaire doing a questionnaire

C-3PO’s pal has got a very bad cold

R2-D2 has got flu

Hangover and Silver Linings Playbook actor cleaning up dog poo with a special tool

Bradley Cooper using a pooper scooper
The Lion from C.S. Lewis’ books is on holiday in Borat’s country

Aslan in Kazakhstan

Sherlock and Dr Strange star dealing with an itch

Benedict Cumberbatch having a scratch

Ron Burgundy actor in mortal danger

Will Ferrell in peril
Rachel from Friends treating thrush
Jennifer Aniston using Canesten

Rodney Trotter’s brother consuming oriental cabbage
Del Boy eating pak choi

Willow and Jaden’s actor dad eating the white bit between the skin and the fruit of an orange
Will Smith eating the pith
Fred Flintstone’s best mate makes a trip to see the telescope that orbits earth.

*Barney Rubble visits the Hubble*

‘Groundhog Day’ and ‘Ghostbusters’ actor consuming an ice cream from McDonald’s.

*Bill Murray eating a McFlurry*

Norse god with a big hammer has been riding a horse for too long.

*Thor is saddle sore*
‘Hit Me Baby One More Time’ singer enjoying a Boston-based sitcom from the ‘80s
Britney Spears watching ‘Cheers’

Tall Scottish super-rich, gazillionaire DJ up the Eiffel Tower
Calvin Harris visiting Paris

Han Solo admiring a Norwegian Loch
Harrison Ford looking at a fjord
Winnie-the-Pooh’s grumpy donkey friend said a rude word

_Eeyore swore_

‘Castaway’ actor and voice of Woody from ‘Toy Story’ wearing figure-hugging underwear

_Tom Hanks wearing Spanx_

Star of ‘Snakes On A Plane’ sounding a loud warning hooter

_Samuel L Jackson using a klaxon_
‘Some Like It Hot’ bombshell stays stunted and small

Marilyn Monroe just won’t grow

Yellow henchmen from ‘Despicable Me’ aren’t afraid to voice their thoughts on any subject

Minions have strong opinions

Beyoncé’s husband having a duvet day

Jay Z feeling lazy
Second James Bond and ‘The Saint’ actor is suffering from facial herpes

*Roger Moore has a cold sore*

Cool bounty hunter from ‘Star Wars’ enjoys making music with one other person

*Boba Fett playing a duet*

Demi Moore’s ex and Mila Kunis’s current chopping up meat

*Ashton Kutcher is a butcher*
Legolas actor explodes
Orlando Bloom goes boom

Smarter-than-the-average-bear is inflating with warm oxygen
Yogi Bear full of hot air

‘Sherlock’ and Bilbo Baggins actor on a boat with loads of sailors
Martin Freeman surrounded by seamen
American actress who starred in ‘Transformers’ is viewing a TV show about people watching TV shows

Megan Fox watching ‘Gogglebox’

The Terminator is pleading for money

Arnold Schwarzenegger is a beggar

Actress who consciously uncoupled from Chris Martin of Coldplay singing an annoying song from ‘Frozen’

Gwyneth Paltrow singing ‘Let It Go’
Curly haired ‘21 Jump Street’ star wants his empty drink topped up

Jonah Hill wants a refill

Bouncy tiger from ‘Winnie-the-Pooh’ is only after his girlfriend’s money

Tigger is a gold digger

Basil Fawlty talking in Mandarin

John Cleese speaking Chinese
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Celebrity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reese Witherspoon</td>
<td>'Legally Blonde' actress unable to sing a simple melody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lawrence</td>
<td>'Hunger Games' actress at the birthplace of the Renaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara Delevingne</td>
<td>Thick-eyebrowed supermodel is bouncing up and down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Star of ‘Two And A Half Men’ who claims to have tiger blood is an underwater sailor

*Charlie Sheen on a submarine*

British supermodel from Croydon is in charge of you

*Kate Moss is your boss*

‘School Of Rock’ actor making a noise like a duck

*Jack Black going quack*
The Tudor Queen who chopped off people’s heads is munching on a giant German sausage

*Elizabeth the First eating a bratwurst*

---

Tattoo-faced baddie from ‘Star Wars’ is visiting one bar after another

*Darth Maul on a pub crawl*

---

Virgin tycoon’s son has had a child

*Richard Branson has a grandson*
The actor who played Ned Stark and Boromir impersonating her majesty

Sean Bean playing the Queen

Giant gorilla is wearing underwear to prevent VPL

King Kong is wearing a thong

Twerking singer writing on Egyptian paper

Miley Cyrus using papyrus
Star of ‘Birdman’ always wins
Michael Keaton can’t be beaten

Star of The Matrix joins Ali Baba’s gang
Keanu Reeves is one of the 40 Thieves

‘All I Want For Christmas Is You’ singer is lactose intolerant
Mariah Carey can’t eat dairy
Annoying cartoon bird that drills into trees is running a program to see if the words he has written are correct

*Woody the Woodpecker using spell checker*

‘24’ actor visiting the country of his birth

*Kiefer Sutherland in the motherland*

‘High School Musical’ star is now non-stick

*Zac Efron covered in Teflon*
Hotel heiress and socialite enjoying some British cheese

Paris Hilton eating stilton

‘Shaun of the Dead’ star is impersonating a flamingo

Simon Pegg standing on one leg

‘The Pianist’ actor is on tour with a rock band lugging their kit around

Adrian Brody is a roadie
Male star of ‘Prometheus’ and ‘Frank’ is having a sex change

Michael Fassbender changing gender

Austin Powers using a DIY tool to grip an object

Mike Myers using pliers

Short actor who starred in ‘Matilda’ and ‘Twins’ enjoying a Mexican wrap

Danny DeVito eating a burrito
One Direction defector covered in steel

Zayn Malik is metallic

‘Hips Don’t Lie’ singer is paying for something in old Italian money

Shakira using Lira

Ron Weasley has run out of money

Rupert Grint is skint
No Doubt singer is looking at a purple dinosaur
Gwen Stefani watching Barney

‘Taxi Driver’ actor has earned nils points
Robert De Niro scored zero

Former Mrs Bruce Willis is tucking into a feral pig
Demi Moore eating wild boar
Snoopy’s owner sporting a long dress worn to a black tie dance and event

*Charlie Brown wearing a ball gown*

---

The star of ‘The Bourne Identity’ visiting a mystic figure with access to the spirit world

*Matt Damon meeting a shaman*

---

‘The Shining’ horror writer wears a metal hoop through his schnoz

*Stephen King has a nose ring*
The creator of ‘Star Wars’ is bunged up with loads of snot

George Lucas is full of mucus

The Godfather visiting Disneyland Florida

Marlon Brando in Orlando

‘The Great Escape’ actor is eating a small orange fruit related to a mandarin and clementine

Steve Mcqueen eating a tangerine
Yellow cartoon bird who Sylvester is always trying to eat is wearing the male equivalent of a ballgown

Tweety Pie wearing black tie

The star of ‘The Iron Lady’ and ‘Mamma Mia!’ is a big fan of Sooty’s best friend

Meryl Streep loves Sweep
Star of the original ‘Italian Job’ film consuming a Chinese noodle dish

Michael Caine eating chow mein

Channing Tatum repeating verbatim

Musafa’s son in the ‘Lion King’ is yelling a certain word after chopping down a tree

Simba shouting timber